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Introduction

“If an ad falls on a web page and no one is 
around to see it, does it make an impact?”
You may think, “No, surely not” – an ad that goes unnoticed has no effect at all. Or, 

do we err in focusing entirely on the observer? 

Unfortunately, the unseen advertisement was not only paid for, people benefit 
from it. In all likelihood, this event was considered a success – by the provider 
with cheap inventory, by the agency seeking lower costs, and perhaps even 
by the advertiser who is none the wiser.

We are all familiar with ad fraud, but that is really just the tip of the iceberg. 
The ecosystem for online advertising has misaligned incentives that create far 
more waste, leading to incoherent strategies, misleading assessments, and 
wasted opportunities.

Our entire industry is increasingly focused on high-volume, low-involvement 
content – even though we liberally use ‘engagement’ with hopes that the term 
will magically apply itself. 

Here’s a wake-up call: this is not working for anyone.
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Half the money I 
spend on advertising 

is wasted; the 
trouble is I don't 
know which half.1

– John Wanamaker
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WHAT IS 
ENGAGEMENT?
“The amount of things consumed is less 
useful than time. The consumer should 
be actively consuming content and 
getting excited. Time spent is a proxy 
for attention and emotion.”

Stephanie Fried, VP Research at Vevo
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A comprehensive description of “engagement” remains 
elusive, even after almost two decades of use as an 
industry buzzword. While everyone feels the need for 
greater clarity, there isn’t even agreement on who gets to 
define the term.

In practical terms, this might be an ideal summary – but 
the emotional value of engagement is lost:

Engagement is a measure of a user’s active 
attention with advertising, triggered by an 
indication of responsiveness and measured 
by the amount of time spent with the unit.

Alternately, one can focus on value – to the exclusion of 
practical considerations:

Engagement is an ad’s ability to break 
through and capture a consumer’s attention, 
and hopefully drive an attitudinal change.2

These abstract, simplistic, and contradictory definitions 

are the extent of industry consensus. However, new 

types of online media and an increasing focus on multi-

screen experiences have further confused the issue. For 

example, defining “dwell time” can be difficult to measure 

on mobile and tablet devices, not only because of the 

technical limitations, but also because mouse and touch 

interactions are quantitatively different.

The most important strategic decision you can make is 

how to define, measure and incentivize engagement. No, 

it isn’t easy. In fact, the more you think about it, the more 

complex it becomes. (If it were easy, we could pack up 

and go home – but most of our jobs wouldn’t be around 

for much longer.) 

Ultimately, it is up to you to define performance and 

success – and then measure accordingly. Best that you 

embrace the challenge; your campaign depends upon it.
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THE
SHIFT TO 
ENGAGEMENT: 
THREE FORCES
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THE SHIFT TO ENGAGEMENT: 
THREE FORCES
Engagement is an important factor in successful advertising. But where is 

engagement rooted, and why has the industry shifted toward engagement? In 

this era, prioritizing consumer engagement is essential to resolving three forces all 

marketers are struggling with.

"This is a great world… But the thing [that] 
is scarce in all of this abundance is human 
attention."
 Satya Nadella, CEO of Microsoft

1) TIME IS VALUABLE

Time has become such a precious commodity – 
and advertisers are competing ferociously for it. As 
consumers, we face an onslaught of options at every 
turn, from the supermarket aisle to the living room couch. 
Our scant leisure time, consisting of overbooked social 
calendars and obligations, is bookended by increasingly 
long and unpredictable hours at work.

In simple economic terms, supply has raced far ahead 
of capacity. People can only take in so much. A recent 
study from Harvard Business School3 found that the 
“cost” of attention has increased by at least 700% in the 
last two decades.

Your ads are competing for an increasingly scarce and 
expensive resource. How do we take full advantage of a 
consumer’s attention before they move on?

2) DATA IS NOT ENOUGH

Our industry has become so captivated by the promise of 
“big data” that we’ve forgotten it is just one component 
in an overwhelmingly complex process. Even if we had 
perfect data, our campaigns would still be inexact 
and unpredictable. Worse, advertisers are increasingly 
discovering that data is nowhere near as powerful as was 
once promised.

The digital era has afforded us unparalleled efficiency, 
an abundance of inexpensive media, and countless 
ways to interact. But while we have all made enormous 
strides, the number of consumers – and wallets – remains 
constant. Yes, you’ve come a long way. But because your 
competitors have likely made the same progress, you’re 
still on a level playing field, just now with higher stakes.

The reality is that big data is a fading frontier, and it is not 
enough. The real question is: how do we best apply the 
data to capture and retain a consumer’s active attention 
with our advertisements?

"Big data can help us understand the 
future only to the extent that the future 
is contained in the present. That can never 
be true of a world in which decisions are 
inherently unpredictable."
 John Kay, Financial Times 
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“When I look at the Internet, I feel the same 
as when I’m walking through Coney Island. 
It’s like carnival barkers, and they all sit 
out there and go, ‘Come on in here and see a 
three-legged man!’ So you walk in and it’s a 
guy with a crutch.”
 Jon Stewart, Comedian

3) THE WRONG INCENTIVES 
LEAD TO THE WRONG OUTCOMES

Demand for low-cost impressions fueled the rise of “clickbait” 
– cheap content, designed to support punchy headlines, 
which lure readers to click yet another page. Most users 
stay for only a few seconds before moving on. And why not? 
Success is driven by low engagement; a lingering user is not 
driving additional impressions.

Optimizing to impressions or clicks encourages behavior that 
all but abandons the intent of advertising in the first place.

Your online strategy should be optimized to the measurable 
event closest to your goal – and the most important goal 
is to ensure consumers are engaging with a brand. So, 
how do we ensure that all parties are collectively invested 
in this goal? One huge advantage of seeking audience 
interaction is that it aligns every player in the advertising 
ecosystem to the best possible outcome.
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WHY IS 
ENGAGEMENT 
SO IMPORTANT?
By now, it probably seems obvious that attention is essential to successful 

advertising. However, knowing the three forces behind the shift, as well as the 

general definition of 'engagement', is only the beginning. Understanding why 

engagement is so important for the industry is key.
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The Fundamentals: Why 
Engagement Matters
When assessing why engagement is critical to advertising, it is important to 

understand that brand awareness occurs at an unconscious level. The pathway to 

our unconscious – and the best way to learn and retain something new – is through 

conscious active attention. 

B r a n d s  a r e  l e a r n e d  b e h a v i o r s  o r 
expectations of outcomes based upon 
past experience that eventually become 
second nature.

Attention is the allocation of mental 
resources, visual or cognitive, to visible 
or conceptual objects.

KEY DEFINITIONS

THE ADVERTISING PATHWAY

Advertising is a form of communication, and as with 
all communication, advertising is heavily influenced by 
its environment. Outcomes depend on the message, 
sender, receiver, medium, and context. Ads have multiple 
purposes, as well. They may aim to build awareness, drive 
sales, or defend from competition. Regardless of form or 
function, three components are always present: content 
creation, capturing attention and persuasion.

The two challenges that advertisers continually struggle 
with is how to cost-effectively capture attention, and 
how to convert attention into brand value or purchase 
behavior. Currently, marketers are overly concerned 
with converting attention, and not focused enough on 
capturing attention. However, before consumers can be 
affected by advertising messages, they need to be paying 
attention. And the pathway to our unconsciousness 
— the best way to learn something, like a brand – 
is through conscious active attention.

AD OVERLOAD (AND UNDERWHELM)

Consumers are paying less attention to advertisements. 
Media proliferation and ad “clutter” help explain why. 

Consider television. In 2013, U.S. viewers were exposed 
to more television commercials than ever before —
roughly 52,000 over the course of the year, or 140 every 
day3. Increased volume has coincided with dwindling 
efficiency. Although television advertisers enjoyed 
97% viewability in the early 1990s, that proportion has 
fallen to less than 20% today3. Disruptive technologies 
aren’t exclusive to the online world; the effectiveness of 
television advertising has decimated thanks to DVRs, 
channel surfing, and multi-screening. And now, over-the-
top distributors, such as Netflix, are now stealing viewers 
away from television entirely – in part because viewers 
are fed up with constant interruption.
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Brand Proliferation

An expanding universe of media options, each with a 
growing proportion of advertising content, has coincided 
with an explosion in brands and product choices. When 
Tide® launched in 1949, it was a single product that simply 
promised cleaner clothes. Today, Tide is a master brand 
encompassing 43 differentiated laundry products that offer 
a wide range of benefits – be they specialized for sports 
apparel, free of dyes and perfumes, or formulated for a 
certain type of stain removal. Brand proliferation makes 
consumer choices more frequent and more difficult. It 
forces advertisers to work harder if they wish to be in the 
consideration set.

The cost of attention – the amount advertisers must pay 
to ensure that unsolicited, interruptive messages are 
heard – has increased from seven to nine-fold in the last 
two decades2. By prioritizing and pursuing engagement, 
marketers can ensure that they are directly addressing 
the key challenges for any advertising campaign – cutting 
through the clutter, getting the message out in a cost-
effective way and to the most receptive audience.
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57% of consumers who watch product 
videos say they feel more confident 

about their purchases.13

ENGAGEMENT DRIVES
THE RIGHT RESULTS
In a medium where only 0.06% of banner ads result in measurable consumer action, 

“seeing” the ad just isn’t enough5.
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Consumers are 25% more likely to 
engage with an ad than to click it.12

Campaigns optimized to engagement have 
seen interaction rates climb to 10%.12

Once engaged, the average customer is 
willing to spend 60 seconds actively 

exploring a brand message.4
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ENGAGEMENT ASSURES 
ALIGNMENT
Engagement ensures measurability and accountability throughout the advertising 

ecosystem by aligning the interests of advertisers, publishers and vendors. When 

we focus on measuring — and charging — for engagement, we will find that it 

benefits all parties involved.
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ADVERTISERS

Advertisers and agencies need to demonstrate creativity to their brands while managing the price between plan 
partners. The emotional value of engagement is clear. However, audience engagement is not just a powerful 
approach, but a highly cost-effective one. Unless your audience engages with your message in the agreed-upon 
ways, you should not be required to pay anything.

TECHNOLOGY PROVIDERS

Network providers have an incentive to target well – not just the right audience, but the right audience at the right 
time – for their clients. 

PUBLISHERS

Prioritizing engagement means that publishers with great content can charge more than those with low-involvement 
clickbait. Media sites become financially incentivized to create better content, which benefits every player in the 
ecosystem. Quality sites are a better platform for any ad experience; they deliver real results to advertisers and attract 
the attention needed to yield meaningful changes in perception. Sites who intentionally employ bad design to drive 
additional page views become bad for business4.

Engagement also acts as a natural filter. It allows users that are interested to raise their hands, and those that are 
not to enjoy only light impact. And ad fraud is far less of a concern – it is much harder for a “bot” to simulate human 
engagement than it would a click.
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Why 
Engagement is 
More Accurate 
than Big Data
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Audience and network intelligence can serve to encourage and extend engagement 

– but it is important to recognize that no matter where it is used, “big data” should be 

a means, not an end. We find that many marketers have become so focused on data 

that they are neglecting other strategic decisions, and putting so much faith in data 

that they do not recognize its limitations.

For most advertisers, the role of data is to identify receptivity, or willingness to receive 

a message from a brand. Involved consumers will dedicate heightened attention 

and effort to understanding advertising that is relevant to them. Because consumers 

increasingly (and almost completely) control where they allocate attention, marketers 

need to understand what they are interested in reading about, learning, or experiencing. 

Only after focusing on a consumer’s interest should advertisers begin to consider 

their own persuasion-related goals7.
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TARGETING CAN BACKFIRE

Research studies on advertising effectiveness have validated what most of us already know — targeted ads work, and 
attention-grabbing ads work. But a strictly controlled 2010 study8 was the first to explore the intersection of the two, 
and it came to a startling conclusion: ads that are both targeted and highly engaging perform worse than average. 
Consumers are more sensitive and react more negatively to highly visible ads that are narrowly targeted, which are seen 
as trespassing on an expectation of privacy7.

The implications of data on privacy is a complex issue, and consumers are conflicted themselves. In a 2011 study, 
41% of users said they were “tired of being shown ads that don’t apply to me”, but 37% later volunteered that they 
were “very suspicious of online ads that appear to be tailored to my interests”9. For marketers, it may be safer to elicit 
boredom than suspicion.

It would seem that there are two viable routes to advertising success – focusing on targeting or focusing on 
visibility – but not both. In reality, we should be focusing on engaging the right audience without becoming overly 
visible or interruptive.
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BIG DATA IS JUST TOO BIG

Big data, though undeniably useful, has simply gotten too convoluted, too dense – too big. Its over-saturation has 
affected our ability to accurately assess our consumers. 

Political advertising is a good example: one thing that Republicans and Democrats can agree on is that they now have 
too much data on U.S. voters13. “Our ability to target has far outstripped our ability to create,” said one founder of a 
Republican analytics firm. “The science is ahead of the art,” the CEO of a Democratic technology firm complains.

There is a point of diminishing returns for everything. This happens for two reasons. One, with additional information, there 
are fewer and fewer “blanks” to fill in. We can easily see (and mathematically prove) that a targeting strategy based on 
5,000 narrowly defined behaviors and characteristics will outperform one based on 30 consumer profiles. Pushing that 
to 15,000 microsegments may offer a minimal improvement in efficiency, but it’s largely the same picture. Data quality is 
like image and music quality in that way; beyond a certain point, additional resolution doesn't noticeably improve things.

A second problem is that all consumer data comes with a significant amount of “noise”. These errors come up during 
measurement, categorization, and most often with identification. After all, we’re still in a world where cookies, not 
people, are a unique identifier. The more data is collected, the more noise gets in.

It’s not just that one can’t see the forest for the trees, or even the branches for the leaves. The harder you look, the more 
likely it is that a random pattern will seem like real insight, and down the rabbit hole you’ll go.

“If you think of all of us humans as ambulatory data-generating machines, leaving trails 
of 1s and 0s in our wake – what do these numbers add up to? Most data about what humans 
are doing is meaningless and useless because much of what we do as humans (in the grand 
scheme of things) is meaningless and useless, Or at least entirely routine.”

Simon Dumenco, Industry Analyst
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BIG DATA IS OVERVALUED

In 2013, researchers from Google and Microsoft scolded their colleagues for not admitting to, much less controlling 
for, systemic bias that inflates the results of most online advertising studies10. The problem is called endogeneity, and is 
perhaps best summarized as “I would have done this anyway”. More specifically: 

Many models assume that if you do click on an ad and subsequently purchase, that 
conversion must have been due to that ad. This assumption seems particularly suspect 
in cases such as search advertising, where the advertising is deliberately targeted 
at those consumers most likely to purchase the advertised product and temporally 
targeted to arrive when a consumer is performing a task related to the advertised good. 

A second problem stems from activity bias. Users who are more active on the web generally, or who are significantly 
more likely to have certain online interests, are also much more likely to be seen as successfully influenced by advertising. 
The cause is not advertising, but a confounding factor – significant online activity is highly correlated.

 
In a non-experimental study, the unexposed group, as compared to the group exposed 
to an ad, typically failed to see the ad for one or both of the following reasons: 
the unexposed users browsed less actively or the user did not qualify for the 
targeting of the campaign.

 
In light of the above, retargeting is often more of a card trick than a genuine advertising strategy.

BIG DATA IS A LEMON MARKET

Perhaps the scariest thing is that when it comes to data, we often operate in an environment where there is often no 
incentive to tell the truth.

In a sense, privacy has become a double-edged sword. Yes, we're respecting the privacy of web users, but we're also 
giving data vendors a veneered veil of secrecy. Too many companies explain the beginning and the end, but the middle 
is a black box that no one is allowed to see.

Increasingly, the market for data is a classic lemon market, where the buyer has less information than the seller. It is 
difficult, if not impossible, to test data for accuracy. Even the most sophisticated attribution systems are a haphazard 
approximation of the truth. This is especially problematic when it comes to auction-based programmatic advertising 
because it implies that the bidder with the worst data wins.
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Applying 
Engagement: 
Understanding 
and Measuring 
Emotion
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As with any strategy, engagement has its place. If every aspect of advertising demanded 

full engagement, consumers might be too fatigued to shop. It works best as an opening 

or conversation starter, preferably with a strong narrative and emotional salience.

Almost all advertising campaigns have a natural arc with three stages. First, a highly 

immersive story is presented. Second, the consumer is offered additional supporting 

information. Third, the message is reinforced with a series of reminders.

It may not be enough to determine where your brand or product sits on the spectrum 

of advertising. Familiarity may vary widely from person to person or be predicted by 

life stage or event. Although the starting point of your conversation may need to be 

adjusted, the end is almost always the same. Think of how most things are learned – 

repetition, repetition, repetition.
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Enhance Engagement 
Through Video 
VIDEO AND RICH MEDIA 
Without a doubt, thoughtful integration of video – from a smooth, welcoming teaser into a selective in-steam or rich 
media unit – is the most reliable incentive to engagement. Video nearly doubles average dwell time, from 37 to 71 
seconds9. Users exposed to a rich media ad are nearly three times more likely to browse the advertiser’s website, and 
those exposed to video are six times more likely9.
 
Modern desktop and mobile web site design has multiple opportunities for video assets including standard IAB frames 
like the 300x250 medium rectangle and 320x50 mobile portrait adhesion banner as well as in-stream players. If the 
objective is to tease users into a full video experience that captures their attention for as long as possible, we should be 
focusing on how these spaces should be used most effectively. 

THE TEASER: A WINDOW INTO THE FULL VIDEO EXPERIENCE
Online consumers are constantly being bombarded by ads, so we need to focus on how to create a user opt-in 
experience that is welcomed, not jarring – and this all begins with the teaser. Our tests show that a gentle, periodically 
pulsing peelback layer that exposes the brand logo and an invitation to “explore” further is the best way to signal the 
purpose of the video streaming on the page. 

With a clear countdown timer appearing in the peelback upon rollover, the expectation is clearly signaled: click or 
rollover here to explore further.

"If a campaign includes video teaser units in different sizes, media (i.e. in-stream, in-banner or native) and on 
multiple devices, we need to establish brand consistency – even though the video creative itself may change. 
Brand consistency ensures that the user is introduced to one unified, streamlined brand message.

Next, the penultimate act is to make a smooth and clear transition to a large overlay video experience with the original 
site the user was viewing greyed out in the background. Finally, the video shrinks slightly to reveal interactive elements 
that the user may engage with. These transitions serve three purposes. First, it gives the user multiple opportunities 
to realize they are entering an ad experience, and therefore, fully qualify the user. Second, if the billing point is further 
along (i.e. several seconds) into the transitions, advertisers are encouraged to make it a smoother experience for 
users -- therefore minimizing potential dropoff. Third, it respects the user journey by not jarring them into an ad 
experience or giving the sense that you are taking them far away from their original purpose. After all, the consumer 
should love your brand experience – not resent it.
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CREATIVITY: MAXIMIZE TIME
SPENT WITH VIDEO
Good creative is much more than looking good. Creativity 
in advertising creates emotional impact, and develops 
an appreciation of the brand by attracting attention and 
engagement. There is a mass of empirical evidence that 
proves the importance of creativity in building brands.

There’s nothing quite like the blank canvas of 15 to 30 
seconds of sight, sound, and motion that video provides. 
One challenge is that engagement demands an integration 
of ad functionality and creative messaging to ensure 
optimal audience engagement.

First, it is key to make the video the primary focus of 
an ad without heavily over-branding it or wrapping the 
creative with distracting animation. While this can be 
successful if executed tastefully, our extensive testing 
shows that keeping video as the main act garners more 
consistent results.

Second, it is important to communicate brand 
consistency in interactive elements. Rather than sending 
users directly to site, for example, audiences tend to 
prefer ‘authentic’ interactive elements – in other words, 
elements that resonate with the brand itself. For instance, 
a retailer would want to build creative that included a 
virtual reality store where users can construct outfits and 
'shop' around the store – creating a more relevant (and 
memorable) brand experience.
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MEASURING ENGAGEMENT: 
UNDERSTANDING ITS 
MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS
The perception that digital media is more accountable 
than other types of media began when users could 
physically interact with ads. In the early days, the only 
recognized mechanism was a click. Countless other 
metrics have become available over the years, and almost 
anything is possible in digital advertising today. Rather 
than simplify the issue, the IAB has embraced the notion 
that engagement has multiple dimensions: cognitive, 
emotional, and physical.

It helps to consider cognitive and emotional engagement as 
being on a spectrum. They are measures of brand impact 
— ultimately the most important type of engagement, but 
also quite difficult to measure. Metrics here include:

• Awareness
• Message recall and association
• Attitudes
• Favorability
• Consideration
• Likeliness to recommend
• Intent to seek more information
• Sentiment
• Purchase intent

However, without a focus group or panel (and its 
associated costs), physical engagement is often your only 
available instrument for measuring advertising impact. 
Physical engagement metrics include:

• Dwell (or “mouseover”) time
• View rate
• Completion rate
• Conversion rate
• Interaction rate
• Site traffic
• Brand searches
• Form fills
• Downloads

To complicate the issue further, most of these measures 
have multiple components and themselves exist on a 
spectrum. Consider attention, which has two dimensions 
– intensity and duration. Intensity has three distinct levels: 
scanning, initial attention, and sustained attention. In a lab 
setting, eye-tracking technology can measure intensity, 
but most advertisers need to use duration of engagement 
as a proxy.

Though the ‘engagement’ toolbox is quite complex, 
we recommend creating highly-specific, customized 
campaign metrics whenever possible. At the very 
least, avoid older metrics (especially clicks) that are 
too primitive to accurately represent your goals.
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CONCLUSION
Engagement presents challenges – how to define it, how to apply it and how 
to measure it. To understand engagement holistically, we must first understand 
the forces behind the industry shift and why engagement is critically important 
to every campaign – then apply what we know to create attention-capturing 
advertisements. We have the technology available (and continue to develop 
cutting-edge technology) to support such an endeavor, but we must shed our 
own discomfort with tackling what ‘engagement’ means for audience interaction, 
creative development and multi-screen campaigns. 

Advertisers are presented an enormous opportunity to truly make 
brand impact among its most relevant audiences at scale. Embracing 
‘engagement’ requires a shift in mindset, especially knowing that multi-
screen video campaigns are becoming increasingly popular in the industry. 
While, on the one hand, use of multiple devices may dilute consumer 
attention, advertising campaigns can be even more powerful with the right 
technology, creative and metrics.

We will begin to see truly powerful advertising campaigns extending beyond 
the television. Creating a consistent, device-adaptive experience from screen-
to-screen – matched with accurate audience targeting at scale – is the future 
of digital advertising. 
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Exponential Interactive delivers 
innovative advertising experiences that 
transform the way brands interact with 
audiences across desktop and mobile. 

Exponential’s platform fuses one of the largest global digital media footprints and proprietary data with user-centric ad 
formats designed to drive engagement and action. Creativity and audience insights form the foundation for building 
smarter, more relevant solutions for advertisers and publishers.

Exponential was founded in 2001 and has locations in 22 countries. 

For more information, please visit www.exponential.com.

Corporate Headquarters
5858 Horton St., Suite 300
Emeryville, CA 94608

Tel.: 510.250.5500
Fax: 510.250.5700

blog.exponential.com

contact us: http://exponential.com/our-company/contact-us/
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